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15th of April 2018 – 15th of May 2018 

BBSPA Monthly Bulletin 

Summary 

Oil and Gas Prices 

Spot Prices: Between 15 April 2018 and 15 May 2018 US WTI spot crude oil price increased 

from $67/bbl to $71/bbl. Henry Hub spot gas price fluctuated around $107/1000 cbm (GCV at 

0C). In Europe, at Central European Gas Hub, the average day ahead gas price was 

$281/1000 cbm (€20.8/Mwh, ECB average exchange rate) 

Romania: The average price of gas imported by Romgaz from  Russia last year was RON 83.8 

per MWh or $217/1000 cbm (annual average exchange rate of Romanian central bank and 

with the assumption of 10.5 MWh per 1000 cbm) compared with RON 105.7 per MWh  or 

$273/1000 cbm in 2016 and RON 184 per MWh or $483/1000 cbm in 2015. The average price 

of domestic gas was the same as in the previous year at RON 66 per MWh or $173/1000 cbm. 

Ukraine: The average price of gas imported in Ukraine in February 2018 was $261.1 per 1,000 

cubic meters against $279.4 in January 2018. Ukraine received gas from Switzerland, 

Germany, Poland, Slovakia, UK, Hungary and Luxemburg. Gas was not imported from the 

Russian Federation in January-February 2018. 

Gazprom sees its gas price for Europe to be around $230 per 1,000 cubic meters in 2018. 

Electricity Prices 

Romania is considering  to apply a scheme for investment projects, known as contracts for 

difference, according to which renewable and nuclear producers will  receive public money if 

the market price falls below certain level and return money if the market price exceeds this 

level. 

Gas Production, Supply, Transit, Demand and Trade 

Egypt: Eni has started up the second production unit of the Zohr field offshore Egypt, which 

will double the installed capacity to 22.7 mcm per day and has announced the start of the third 

production unit at its Zohr project. 
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Bulgaria: A gas market study developed by Baringa Partners and co-financed by Shell 

accented on the bigger role gas should play in the energy mix in order to keep pace with its 

neighbours and meet decarburization targets. 

Romania: ANRE stated that a decision on, whether to export the gas discovered in the Black 

Sea and receive transit fees or to keep it for domestic consumption that can bring more added 

value, should be made urgently, based on Romania’s own economic vision for the future. 

Ukraine reduced its gas imports by 54.6%, or 2.6 bcm, between January and April 2018 

compared with the same period last year. 

Electricity Production & Consumption 

The Greek parliament approved the sale of coal-fired power plants of PPC, strongly opposed 

by trade unions. The energy minister defended the sale as a part of divestment out from coal-

fired power generation saying that the sold plants will not be replaced. *Greece will hold first 

auctions for renewable electricity. Energy regulator will set the highest price while the lowest 

bid will win. 

Bulgaria will unfreeze Belene nuclear project and will try to complete it on market principles 

without state guarantee or long-term purchase contracts after Chinese National Nuclear 

Company expressed an interest in the project. 

Romania: Cernavoda nuclear plant announced ongoing negotiations with Chinese partners for 

the investment in units 3 and 4 of the plant. 

Poland decided to abandon its plan for a nuclear project in favour of a cheaper offshore wind 

power project, with plans to build 2500 MW wind capacities by 2030. 

Legal and Regulatory Framework 

EU: The Socialists and Democrats Group in the European Parliament called for rejecting PCI’s 

if they contain projects that do not contribute to the decarbonisation. 

Upstream 

Azerbaijan: BP and Socar have signed a new 25 year PSA for the joint exploration and 

development of Block D230 in the Caspian Sea. 

Lebanon’s energy minister has asked the country’s petroleum authority to start preparing for a 

second oil and gas offshore licensing round. 

Egypt plans to tender concessions for blocks in the western part of Egypt’s Mediterranean 

acreage. 

Turkey: Trans-Atlantic Petroleum believes their prospects in the Thrace basin in Turkey have 

the potential to produce 10 Bcm/y if it has the capital to develop them. *Turkey will start drilling 

for oil and gas in the Mediterranean before the end of the summer. It remains to be seen 

where exactly Turkey plans to drill. 
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Bulgaria: Mizia Oil and Gas , which has four exploration permits onshore Bulgaria, received an 

one –year extension on one of them. 

Romania: According to a recent report prepared by Deloitte, Romania Black Sea offshore 

projects will produce 170 Bcm of gas by 2040, 35% of which will be exported. The new 

developments will add $40 billion to the county’s GDP. 

Pipelines Projects and Supply Options 

Shah Deniz 2: BP announced that the Shah Deniz 2 project is almost complete. 

South Gas Corridor: The first stage of the 2000-km South Gas Corridor, from Azerbaijan’s 

Caspian shores to Eskisheher in Turkey, will start May 29 

TANAP will start up on June 30, according to the project’s CEO, earlier than scheduled. 

*TANAP will be opened by the presidents of Turkey and Azerbaijan on 19 June. 

Leviathan Gas Fields: Noble Energy said the Leviathan gas development offshore Israel is 

45% complete. 

EastMed pipeline: Israel will look to sign a deal for EastMed pipeline as a preferable option to 

export gas. 

Aphrodite Gas Fields: Egypt wants to sign an agreement with Cyprus for a pipeline to transport 

gas from Cyprus’s Aphrodite field to Egyptian LNG facilities in order to be exported. 

Interconnector Greece – Bulgaria: ICGB launched the tender for ECP contract with expected 

start of the construction of Greece-Bulgaria interconnection in Q4 2018 and start of functioning 

in 2020. 

Bulgarian gas hub Balkan was declared a project of national importance together with several 

more Bulgarian gas infrastructure projects. 

BRUA: Transgaz ordered the start of construction of the gas compression stations of the 

BRUA project’s 1st phase in Romania, which will ensure 1.75 Bcm/y flows to Hungary  and 1.5 

Bcm/y to Bulgaria. 

Krk LNG Terminal Project: After initially moving to late June the second round of bidding for 

the use of capacity in the Krk LNG terminal, LNG Croatia cancelled the tender in order to scale 

down the size of the project and issue a new tender for a smaller capacity. In the first round of 

the tender demand reached only 4% of the overall capacity.  

Poland-Slovakia Gas Pipeline Project: Gaz-System and Eustream have taken an FID on the 

Poland-Slovakia Interconnector. Construction work will begin in the second half of 2018 and 

be completed by the end of 2021. 

Baltic Interconnector: Two onshore construction contracts were awarded for the 

Balticconnector gas pipe project. 
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Nord Stream 2 AG has started preparatory work on the construction site for the pipeline’s 

landfall in Germany 

Companies 

BP: Iraq’s Ministry of Oil has awarded a contract to BP to develop fields in Kirkuk. 

Conpet: Dedeman has bought a minority stake in oil pipe operator Conpet Ploiesti. 

Chinese National Oil and Gas Company plans to take Total’s share in the South Pars gas field 

following the newly announced US sanctions on Iran 

DESFA: A consortium of Italy’s Snam, Spain’s Enagas, Belgium’s Fluxys submitted the 

highest bid for the acquisition of a 66% DESFA. Greece's privatization agency asked the 

highest bidder to present an improved offer. 

Energean has received Class approval from DNV GL for the basic design of the new-build 

floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) that will be deployed at its deep water 

Karish-Tanin development, offshore Israel. In March TechnipFMC was awarded a $1.36 billion 

contract for the construction of the FPSO with a production capacity of 8 BCM per year. 

ExxonMobil has awarded work to Schlumberger subsidiaries at the Neptun Deep gas project 

offshore Romania. *ExxonMobil`s FID on its $15 billion  Far East LNG project is expected to 

be made in 2019. 

Gazprom will continue to control the export pipelines and will not give access to third parties, 

despite the pressure to open the pipelines. 

OMV has said it continues to aim for a 2H2018 final investment decision for its ExxonMobil 

joint venture. *OMV plans to acquire 20% share in two concessions for offshore oil fields and 

associated infrastructure in Abu Dhabi for US$1.5bn. 

Romgaz revenues rose 35% in 2017, mainly driven by the sales of natural gas and 

underground gas storage services as well as electricity production. 

Shell plans to continue to develop its gas ventures in Iraq despite its exit from oil assets in the 

country. 

Schlumberger is no longer considering acquiring more than 50% in Russia’s Eurasia Drilling 

Co and submitted a request for less than 50% of the shares. 

Total has decided to buy Direct Energie, pursuing its development in electricity and gas 

generation and distribution in France and Belgium and as a part of the group’s strategy to 

expand along the entire gas-electricity value chain and to develop low-carbon energies. 

Ukrtransgas: Naftogaz Ukrainy has approved the appraisal of the cost of fixed assets of 

Ukrtransgaz at 10.2 billion EUR, basing on a report from Ernst & Young. *Naftogaz has 

annulled a tender to select services to manage the unbundling of gas storage and gas 

transportation activities. The previously adopted model of unbundling should be adjusted 
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taking into account the decision of the Stockholm Arbitration Tribunal, according to which 

Naftogaz will receive money for the transit of 110 bcm of Russian gas through the Ukrainian 

GTS in the next two years, regardless of the actual volumes of transportation. 

RAFO Onesti Refinery: A second auction for the RAFO Onesti refinery with a starting price of 

USD 50.57 million will be held on April 27. The first auction took place on April 13 with a 

starting price of USD 59.75 million, but no offers were registered. 
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EU 

 

Projects of Common Interest 

It is time for the EU to stop investing public money in additional gas-infrastructure, says S&D 

vice-president Kathleen Van Brempt. 

Kathleen Van Brempt is a Belgian lawmaker who is a vice-president of the Socialists and 

Democrats Group in the European Parliament. 

A study commissioned by the S&D group shows that recent investments in gas infrastructure 

adequately secure a diverse gas supply for member states. European funding is not meant to 

subsidise the fossil fuel industry, therefore we must focus on investments in renewables and 

energy efficiency. 

The momentum to end fossil fuel subsidies is within reach. 

To identify crucial energy infrastructure projects that deserve European support, the European 

Commission relies on a list of Projects of Common Interest (PCI). 

These key infrastructure projects should not only link the energy systems of member states, 

but also help us reach our climate and energy objectives: affordable, secure and sustainable 

energy for all citizens. In the long term, they should contribute to the decarbonisation of our 

economy in accordance with the Paris Agreement. 

The Commission is working on a fourth PCI list, we must ensure that taxpayers money is well 

spent and does not serve as a blind subsidising tool for fossil fuel companies. 

The study by economic policy consultancy Trinomics confirms that all member states (with the 

exception of Malta and Cyprus), will have a minimum of three different gas supply routes by 

2022. 

There is no need for additional funding of new trans-European gas infrastructure. On the 

contrary, extra subsidies might lead to over-investment, which could produce a technological 

and carbon ‘lock-in’ effect that gives rise to stranded assets and undermines the energy 

transition to a more sustainable energy model. 

This study shows that public funding should only be granted to projects that are in line with 

decarbonising our energy landscape. 

It concludes with a clear message: “Taking into account the limited need for new trans-

European gas infrastructure and in view of stimulating the decarbonisation process, it would 

be appropriate to review the eligibility criteria for CEF funding, in order to only support 

investments that effectively contribute to both the energy and decarbonisation objectives”. 
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In a letter replying to concerns made by ITRE S&D coordinator Dan Nica and myself, 

Commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete stated that “today, most of the key gas PCIs are already 

being implemented.” 

We call on the Commission to initiate a change of the regulations in that sense, as our Group 

can no longer accept PCI lists if they contain projects that do not contribute to the 

decarbonisation of our energy landscape. 

Source: Euractiv 
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Azebaijan 

 

BP 

UK oil major BP and Azerbaijan’s Socar have signed a new production sharing agreement 

(PSA) for the joint exploration and development of Block D230 in the North Absheron basin in 

the Azerbaijan sector of the Caspian Sea. 

The PSA was signed on Thursday in London, in the presence of UK Prime Minister Theresa 

May and Azerbaijan’s President Ilham Aliyev, by Rovnag Abdullayev, President of Socar, and 

BP group chief executive Bob Dudley. 

Block D230 lies some 135 kilometres (84 miles) north-east of Baku in the Caspian Sea. It 

covers an area of some 3,200 square kilometres and has not previously been explored. It has 

water depths of 400-600 metres and anticipated reservoir depths of about 3,500 metres. 

Under the PSA, which is for 25 years, BP will be the operator during the exploration phase 

holding a 50 per cent interest while Socar will hold the remaining 50 per cent interest. 

The signing of the PSA follows the Memorandum of Understanding for exploration of Block 

D230, which was agreed in May 2016. 

Speaking at the signing event, Abdullayev said: “We have a long tradition of successful 

cooperation with BP. I believe that the synergies between modern upstream technology and 

unique historical experience, embodied in both companies, create a solid basis for our 

continued success. Being based on fair and equal conditions, today’s agreement will become 

an important milestone in the pursuit of the highest degree of efficiency in the joint 

development of the natural resources of Azerbaijan.” 

BP CEO, Bob Dudley, said: “This agreement underpins a new joint effort by Socar and BP to 

explore further Caspian opportunities in support of long-term production in Azerbaijan. We 

have now been operating in the region for more than 25 years and believe there is still 

significant oil and gas potential there. We look forward to continuing to build on our significant 

business in Azerbaijan, working closely with Socar and others to explore and help secure the 

Caspian’s future for decades to come.” 

Source: Offshore Energy Today 
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Bulgaria 

 

Gas Market 

Bulgaria should develop an energy strategy for 2030 that promotes a more prominent role for 

gas, energy consultancy Baringa Partners said in a report published on Wednesday that was 

co-funded by Shell. 

A bigger role for gas is essential if Bulgaria wants to keep the pace with its neighbours and 

meet its climate targets, the consultancy said. 

“The market remains highly concentrated and gas plays a relatively minor role in [Bulgaria’s] 

power generation mix,” the consultancy said. 

Source: Interfax 

 

Mizia Oil and Gas 

The term for exploring the possibility of extracting oil and gas deposits near Vratsa has been 

extended with more than a year, the government decided at its regular session on 

Wednesday. 

The Irish company Miziya Oil and Gas, which is licensed to research in Block 1-7 Tarnak, 

receives another 399 days to complete its work, which has been delayed by administrative 

procedures for transferring rights and obligations in connection with the study . The localities 

are situated on the territory of the regions of Pleven and Vratsa. The contract for exploration of 

Miziya Oil and Gas expires in February 2019. 

Now, within a month, Energy Minister Temenujka Petkova has to sign an additional agreement 

with Miziya Oil and Gas (Bulgaria). 

Source: Novinite.com 

 

Gas Hub Project 

The future gas hub near Varna, for which just a feasibility study will say whether it is 

economically justified, has already been declared an object of national importance. Together 

with more eight sites of the state gas operator "Bulgartransgaz", which need further works, the 

gas distribution center entered that is not yet built enters the list in which are also present 

future gas connections with Greece and Serbia, reports mediapool.  

Besides the hub, other objects of national importance are the planned extensions of the gas 

transmission network in the section of the Bulgarian- Turkish border to a  compressor station 

Strandzha, the gas transmission infrastructure parallel to the northern  gas pipeline to the 

Bulgarian-Serbian border; the gas pipeline to Panagurishte and Pirdop; future transmission 

pipelines for Svishtov, Razlog and Bansko; the modernized compressor stations "Lozenets", 
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"Petrich" and Ihtiman, as well as the planned replacement of a northern gas pipeline in the 

Beglej - Dermantsi - Batultsi section - Kalugerovo and northern gas pipeline in the section from 

Valchi Dol to Preselka. 

The Council of Ministers pointed out that the implementation of the gas hub project will create 

the necessary gas infrastructure to connect the gas markets in the region to those in Central 

and Western Europe, as well as the countries of the Energy Community - Serbia, the Republic 

of Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

That way the project will contribute to the achievement of the main priorities of the European 

energy policy. With the implementation of the project for expansion of the gas transmission 

infrastructure of Bulgartransgaz EAD in the section of the Bulgarian-Turkish border to the 

Bulgarian-Serbian border will confirm security of natural gas supply for our country as well as 

for the neighboring Balkan countries and the region, finding additional highly qualified jobs 

strengthening the role of Bulgaria as a transit country in the region and the EU. 

The projects for the construction of transmission gas pipelines to Panagyurishte and Pirdop, to 

Svishtov, as well as to Bansko and Razlog are 

funded under the Kozloduy International Fund administered by the European Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development. 

The modernization project of the three Lozenets, Petrich and Ihtiman compressor stations is 

part of the activities financed by the Connecting Europe Facility. Modernization of compressor 

stations provides integration of 4 low-emission turbine gas compressor units, and in Lozenets 

compressor station will be integrated two units. With the realization of the project the 

compressor stations will meet the highest European standards for environmental 

requirements. 

With the rehabilitation of sections of the northern semi-circular Beglej-Dermantsi-Batultsi-

Kalugerovo and Valchi Dol-Preselka the reliability of the facilities will be guaranteed and the 

design capacity for natural gas transmission will be ensured. The implementation of all sites is 

included in the ten-year network development plan of Bulgartransgaz EAD for 2017-2026, 

approved by the Energy and Water Regulatory Commission on 1 August 2017 

Source: Novinite.com 

 

Belene Nuclear Plant 

"Bulgaria should seek the opportunity about realization on a market principle and without a 

state guarantee of the Belene NPP. To start this process, a parliamentary mandate will be 

needed. " This was stated by the Minister of Energy Temenujka Petkova at the Atomexpo 

2018 Forum in Sochi. 

The Minister of Energy pointed out that within a few days the report will be submitted to the 

National Assembly on how to use the equipment for Belene NPP. 
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"All that we own as assets is extremely serious - that's about 3 billion levs of Bulgarian 

taxpayers money. We have equipment, we have a licensed site, we have a project notified by 

the EC in 2007. All this makes this project to be done faster compared to other projects in the 

region. I think we should try to look for an option for realization on a market principle and 

without a state guarantee. To start this process, we will need a mandate from parliament, 

"Minister Petkova said. 

According to her, the only option NEK, BEH and the Bulgarian state to recover all funds 

invested so far is the realization of this project. 

"If you go to one of the other options for realization of the equipment -  not the Belene NPP 

site, it means that they have to automatically withdraw from NEK's assets some BGN 1.3 

billion, and this is not the best economic solution. That is why we have concentrated in this 

direction - maximizing the use of everything we have in order to protect our national interest 

and our energy security, "said Minister Petkova. 

She said she would inform Russian partners and potential investors after a decision has been 

taken in the National Assembly. 

Petkova said that by the end of the year, the procedure for choosing a strategic investor 

should have been launched in the event that the SC gave a mandate. 

"This will be a competition with clear criteria and conditions. We hope to confirm the investor 

interest that is being declared at the moment and to invite new investors and by the end of the 

year  have more specific information, "the energy minister said. 

Source: Novinite.com 
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Egypt 

 

Upstream Activities 

Egypt plans to tender concessions in the Mediterranean in a bid to extend the exploration 

taking place in the country’s eastern acreage to the underexplored west. It wants to launch the 

round by the end of the year, but the timing will remain uncertain until Egyptian Natural Gas 

Holding Co. (EGAS) receives permitting approvals from other government authorities for all of 

the blocks. 

The blocks on offer will be concentrated in the western part of Egypt’s Mediterranean acreage, 

an area that has received 

Source: Interfax 

 

Zohr Gas Field 

Eni has started up the second production unit of the Zohr field offshore Egypt, which will 

double installed capacity at the project to 22.7 million cubic metres per day (MMcm/d), the 

Italian major announced. 

Eni said production will ramp up to 33.9 MMcm/d in May and 56.6 MMcm/d by the end of this 

year, before plateauing at 76.5 MMcm/d in 2019. 

…………… 

Eni SpA has announced the start-up of the third production unit at its Zohr project, located 

offshore Egypt within the Shorouk Block. 

The new development increases the installed capacity at the asset to 1.2 billion cubic feet of 

gas per day (bcfpd). Zohr is currently producing 1.1 bcfpd in ramp-up, which is equivalent to 

approximately 200 thousand barrels of oil equivalent per day (boepd). Last month, Eni 

announced start-up of the second production unit at Zohr. 

The Zohr field, which is the largest gas discovery ever made in Egypt, was discovered in 

August 2015. Zohr, which is said to hold more than 30 trillion cubic feet of gas in place, came 

online in December last year. 

Eni holds a 60 percent stake in the Shorouk Block, with Rosneft holding a 30 percent stake 

and BP plc holding the remaining 10 percent interest. 

The Italian oil and gas company has been present in Egypt since 1954, where it operates 

through its subsidiary IEOC. Eni is the country's leading producer with equity of more than 

260,000 boepd. 
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Sources: Interfax, Rigzone 
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Greece 

 

Desfa 

A consortium of Italy’s Snam, Spain’s Enagas, Belgium’s Fluxys submitted the highest bid in 

an international tender for the acquisition of a 66 percent stake in natural gas grid operator 

DESFA, Greece's privatization agency (TAIPED) said on Monday, after it unsealed the offers. 

The second offer came from a consortium of Regasificadora del Noroeste S.A., Reganosa 

Asset Investments S.L.U., S.N.T.G.N. Transgaz S.A. and European Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (EBRD). 

TAIPED said it asked the highest bidder to present an improved offer which will be examined 

at a subsequent meeting of the agency's board and by the corporate bodies of Hellenic 

Petroleum (ELPE), which own a 35 percent share on the company. 

No details on the size of the offers was revealed. 

The asset sale is part of the country's multi-billion euro privatization program agreed with 

Greece's creditors. 

Source: Ekathimerini 

 

PPC 

The Greek government submitted a bill to parliament on Wednesday opening the way for the 

country’s dominant power utility PPC to begin selling coal-fired plants in May, a move strongly 

opposed by workers who have threatened strikes in protest. 

GENOP-DEH, PPC’s main labor union, which calls the planned sale a “national crime”, has 

threatened to start rolling 48-hour strikes once the bill is submitted to parliament. 

………….. 

Greek lawmakers on Wednesday approved the sale of power stations by Greece’s dominant 

power utility Public Power Corp. (PPC) after workers protested at what they call a “national 

crime”. 

A majority of lawmakers voted in favour of the bill which paves the way for PPC to begin 

selling plants in May. It is a requirement of a multi-billion euro bailout accord between Greece 

and international lenders. 

Hundreds of PPC workers gathered outside parliament as lawmakers debated the legislation 

earlier on Wednesday, urging them not to allow what they said was “a fire-sale of the family 

silver”. 
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“Privatising PPC means fewer jobs, lower wages,” said Spyros Nikolopoulos, 54, a PPC 

worker for 32 years. “PPC belongs to the Greek people, it cannot be sold to any private 

investor.” 

The conservative opposition accused the government of bringing PPC “to the brink of disaster” 

and lying to its voters. But Energy minister George Stathakis defended the sale as complying 

with the European Union’s target to cut power generation dependence on coal in the coming 

years. 

“Coal’s weight (for PPC) has decreased and will continue doing so, because all the units that 

will be sold will not be replaced,” Stathakis told lawmakers. “So all this talk that PPC’s silver 

will be gone has no point.” 

Some of the protesters emptied sacks of coal outside parliament. 

Greece is implementing reforms and asset sales in exchange for loans from the European 

Union. It has agreed with its lenders to sell 40 percent of the coal-fired capacity of PPC, which 

is majority state controlled. 

A coal fired unit and a license for a second in Florina, northern Greece, will be sold along with 

two units in southern Greece. Under bailout terms, PPC should launch an international tender 

for a buyer at the end of May. 

The country will divest the capacity to comply with a European court ruling which said that 

PPC had abused its dominant position in the dirty but cheap coal market. 

EU competition regulators which put out feelers for interest in the asset in a so-called ‘market 

test’ got interest from fifteen investors, PPC said. 

Wednesday’s protest was organised by PPC’s most powerful union GENOP-DEH, which 

kicked off rolling strikes this week.  

Source: Reuters 

 

Renewable Sources 

The first three electricity auctions since the renewable energy sources market’s new status 

was introduced will take place on July 2. 

The auctions concern 300 MW of annual capacity from photovoltaics, 300 MW from wind 

power and 400 MW from joint photovoltaics and wind power units. 

They will be the first RES quantities to enter the grid according to the new mechanism for their 

distribution in the market and not stable guaranteed rates. 

The Regulatory Authority for Energy will set the highest price per RES technology and the 

lowest bidder will win the tender. 
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Source: Interfax 
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Iran 

 

China National Petroleum Company 

China’s state-owned energy major CNPC is ready to take over Total’s stake in the giant 

Iranian South Pars gas project if the French company leaves amid newly announced U.S. 

sanctions, industry sources said.  

The United States this week said it would impose new sanctions against major oil and gas 

producer Iran after abandoning an agreement reached in late 2015 that limited Tehran’s 

nuclear ambitions in exchange for sanctions relief.  

While the new sanctions are unilateral, many companies, including Japan’s Inpex, already 

appear to be bowing to Washington’s pressure and abandoning projects in Iran.  

If Total walks away from the South Pars field, which has the world’s biggest natural gas 

reserves ever found in one place, CNPC is prepared to step in, the sources said.  

It was not clear whether CNPC had received top government approval to do so. But such a 

move could further strain the tense trade relationship between Beijing and Washington.  

Reuters reported in December that a $1 billion deal signed last July gave the Chinese firm the 

option to take over Total’s stake if it left Iran.  

Since then, the Beijing-backed giant has conducted significant due diligence and planning, 

several high-level industry sources told Reuters.  

“The possibility of Total’s pullout is quite high now, and in that scenario CNPC will be ready to 

take it over fully,” said a senior state oil official with knowledge of the contract.  

An executive with direct knowledge of the project added that planning began “the day the 

investment was approved.”  

“CNPC foresaw a high probability of a reimposition of (U.S.) sanctions,” the executive said.  

All the sources spoke on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to speak to 

media.  

Under the terms of the agreement to develop phase 11 of South Pars, CNPC could take over 

Total’s 50.1 percent stake and become operator of the project.  

CNPC already holds a 30 percent stake in the field, while Iranian national oil company 

subsidiary PetroPars holds the remaining 19.9 percent.  

So far, the Chinese oil giant, which already operates two oil fields in Iran, has spent about $20 

million on planning to develop the field, the sources said. 
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Source: Reuters 
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Iraq  

 

BP 

Iraq’s Ministry of Oil has awarded a contract to BP to develop fields in Kirkuk, the ministry said 

in a statement on Tuesday. 

“The company will also develop suitable solutions to invest [in] gas associated with oil 

operations, increase production and support the local need,” said Oil Minister Jabbar al-Luaibi. 

Source: Interfax 

 

Shell 

Shell plans to continue to develop its gas ventures in Iraq despite its exit from oil assets in the 

country, a senior executive has told Reuters. 

Shell plans to boost its gas output in Iraq to 40 million cubic metres per day by 2020. 

Shell’s Iraqi gas operations are centred on its participation in Basrah Gas Co.  

Source: Interfax 
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Israel 

 

Energean 

Greek oil and gas company Energean Oil & Gas has received Class approval from DNV GL 

for the basic design of the new-build floating production storage and offloading (FPSO) that 

will be deployed at its deep water Karish-Tanin development, offshore Israel. 

This rapid obtainment of class approval from the global quality assurance body reflects the 

maturity of the FPSO design at final investment decision (FID) and keeps the development on 

track to cut first steel as planned before the end of 2018, Energean commented on Tuesday. 

According to Energean’s field development plan, which was approved in August 2017, the 

Karish main development envisages drilling three wells, using an FPSO unit that will be 

located approximately 90 km offshore with a production capacity of 400 mmscf/day. The Tanin 

Area Development will follow the development of Karish and envisages drilling six wells 

connected to the same FPSO. 

The FID for this $1.6 billion worth project was made in late March, following the securing of 

financing for the project through an agreement with four international banks earlier that month. 

Energean added on Tuesday that early class approval was viewed as a critical milestone and 

its on schedule achievement validates the adopted strategy of building upon an existing hull 

design from TechnipFMC subsidiary, Inocean. 

To remind, TechnipFMC was in March awarded a $1.36 billion contract for the construction of 

the FPSO for the Karish-Tanin project with a production capacity of 8 BCM per year. 

It is also worth mentioning that the Israeli Supreme Court earlier in May dismissed a petition 

against Energean’s Karish-Tanin development, which had been filed by Hof Hacarmel 

Regional Council against the Israeli Ministry of Energy, the Petroleum Commissioner, two 

planning and construction authorities, Energean Israel, and an environmental union of local 

authorities for Sharon-Carmel. 

Source: Offshore Energy Today 
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Lebanon 

 

Exploration Licensing Round 

Lebanon’s energy minister said on Tuesday he had asked the country’s petroleum authority to 

start preparing for a second oil and gas offshore licensing round, but did not give a timeline for 

when it might happen. 

Lebanon in February signed its first offshore energy exploration and production agreements 

for two of Lebanon’s 10 offshore blocks with a consortium of France’s Total, Italy’s Eni and 

Russia’s Novatek. 

Energy and Water Minister Cesar Abi Khalil told an oil and gas conference in Beirut on 

Tuesday that he had asked the Lebanese Petroleum Administration (LPA) last week to begin 

preparations for a second round. 

“This is not the launch of the licensing round but the beginning of the preparations,” a 

statement released by the conference quoted Khalil as saying. 

“The LPA will start by organising a workshop to create a plan for the second licensing round, 

its launch date and how it can benefit from the results of the first well drill.” 

The consortium has previously said it plans to drill its first well in 2019. 

The LPA, the state body that manages the offshore sector, did not immediately respond to a 

request for comment. 

Source: Reuters 
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Poland 

 

Renewable Energy 

State-controlled PGE (PGE.WA) has abandoned its leading role in plans to build Poland’s first 

nuclear power station as it focuses on new wind farms in the Baltic Sea, two sources said. 

Two other sources said state-run refiner PKN Orlen (PKN.WA) could take on PGE’s role.  

PGE, the largest Polish power group, announced a nearly $10 billion offshore wind project in 

March but has also been responsible for the nuclear project.  

Both plans are part of a major change in Polish policy. Coal mining provides around 80 

percent of its energy and thousands of jobs but makes it one of Europe’s biggest polluters.  

The government promised to defend coal from competition but has been forced to look for 

alternatives to fill an electricity shortfall and to meet European Union emissions targets.  

One source said PGE could not fund both projects and cheap technology had swung the 

decision in favor of wind. PGE could still play a smaller role in the nuclear project which has 

been delayed and still needs government approval.  

“PGE cannot afford both - offshore wind and nuclear. The decision was taken to go for 

offshore,” the source said.  

A government source also said that PGE would focus on offshore. A spokesmen for PGE 

declined to comment.  

Asked whether it could take the project on, PKN Orlen’s press office said in an emailed 

statement that the company “continuously analyses a number of different projects that could 

be part of the long-term development plans of the group.”  

Poland’s ruling conservative Law and Justice (PiS) party promised before elections in 2015 to 

defend the coal industry and put in place laws to prevent new investment in both onshore and 

offshore wind farms.  

But in March it changed tack and proposed a law to make it easier to build wind turbines. That 

is currently being debated in parliament.  

If the law is passed, as expected, several other wind farm projects could also proceed.  

Polenergia (PEPP.WA), owned by the Kulczyk family, has said it would like to build a wind 

farm in the Baltic by 2022. PKN Orlen is also considering building one.  
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PGE said in March that it wants to build offshore windfarms with a capacity of 2.5 gigawatts 

(GW) by 2030. 

Source: Reuters 
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Romania 

 

Gas Price 

The average price of gas imported by Romgaz from the Russian Federation last year was 

RON 83.8 per MWh, down 20 percent from the previous year and by half compared to 2015, 

according to Romgaz Board of Directors’ report for 2017 sent to Bucharest Stock Exchange. 

In 2016, the average price of imported gas was RON 105.7 per MWh and in 2015 RON 184 

per MWh. 

At the same time, domestic gas prices had the same average as in the previous year, namely 

RON 66 per MWh. 

The company’s gas production was higher than the 2016 production (5,158 million m3 vs 

4,219 million m3). According to estimates, this production ensured Romgaz a 50.53 percent 

market share of deliveries in the gas consumption from internal production and a 46.27 

percent share of deliveries in Romania’s total consumption. 

The production in amount of 5,158 million m3 was 8.6 percent higher than the planned one, 

due to: lower temperatures at the beginning of 2017; increase of gas consumption for 

generation of electricity. 

In terms of supply, Romgaz held during 2010-2017 a national market share ranging between 

37 and 46 percent. 

Source: The Romania Journal 

 

Upstream Activities 

Investments in the Black Sea oil sector will generate revenues to the state budget of USD 26 

billion and an additional USD 40 billion to Romania’s GDP by 2040, according to a study 

conducted by Deloitte, at the request of Romanian Black Sea Titleholders Association 

(ARCOMN). 

The largest amount, USD 9.5 billion, will be corporate income tax. USD 3.7 billion will come 

from VAT and excise duties, USD 6.5 billion – from the social insurance contributions and 

USD 5.5 billion from the royalties. 

Over the same period, these investments will support over 30,000 jobs per year. 

Analysts estimate that the offshore gas output will reach 170 billion cubic meters, of which 35 

percent will be exported. 

According to Razvan Nicolescu, Executive Lead Advisor Deloitte Romania, there are premises 

that 65 percent of this gas will be consumed in Romania. 
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Oil companies will invest USD 15.7 billion in projects in the Black Sea during 2018 – 2040, 

according to the report. 

In 2016, 8.7 bcm of gas were brought to surface locally and a remaining quantity of 1.3 bcm 

was imported to cover the national consumption. Under the Romanian soil are proved 

reserves of approximately 105.5 bcm8 of regular gas reserves (excluding reserves obtainable 

through fracking), only 10.5 times more than the consumption in 2016. 

The Romanian Black Sea Titleholders Association (ARCOMN) is the only association 

dedicated to the exploration and development of Romania’s Black Sea hydrocarbons 

resources. 

Source: The Romania Journal 

 

Electricity Prices 

Low-carbon energy producers will receive public money if the price of electricity on the market 

falls below a certain threshold, but will have to return the difference if the price goes above this 

level, Doru Visan, secretary of state at the Ministry of Energy, said on Tuesday, quoted by 

Agerpres. 

‘The Ministry of Energy is considering promoting a mechanism like contracts for difference. 

This mechanism will apply to all investment projects for the production of low-carbon 

electricity,” Visan indicates. 

This kind of mechanism is aimed at stabilizing revenues for producers at a fixed price level, 

known as the exercise price. 

In 2014, the European Commission has already approved a UK scheme called “Contracts for 

Difference” that promotes the generation of electricity from renewable sources, considering it 

is in line with EU state aid rules. 

Officials of Nuclearelectrica, the company that operates Romania’s only nuclear power plant, 

have stated on several occasions that such a mechanism could help complete the reactors 3 

and 4 at Cernavoda. 

The investment in the two new reactors, estimated at over EUR 6 billion, is not feasible at the 

current market prices, according to Nuclearelectrica. 

Source: Business Review 

 

ANRE 

Romania needs to decide urgently if it wants to use the Black Sea gas in the domestic industry 

or just wants to obtain income from the transit of the natural gas on its territory, the National 

Regulatory Authority for Energy (ANRE) officials said on Wednesday. 
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“It is crucial to know how Romania’s economy will look like in 2030 or 2050 and a possible 

energy strategy relying on this economic vision is needed. Because it’s one thing to have a 

few million consumers – of electricity, gas, heat – and to shape an energy system on 

household consumption, and it’s another thing to have a service-based economy and again is 

another thing if you think you’d want an industry that consumes significant amounts of energy,” 

said Zoltan Nagy-Bege, ANRE Vice-president, digi24.ro informs. 

He added that Romania will have much to gain if the decision to extract gas from the Black 

Sea is made. 

“It is obvious that these projects come with a plus, whether we talk about the Black Sea gas 

extraction or the BRHA pipeline. We should decide what we should do with this gas surplus. 

We just want them to transit Romania to the west or south, or we would like to consume the 

gas in Romania. Obviously, the transit of gas brings added value to Romania, but if the gas is 

consumed by the industry and something is produced, the added value is incomparably higher 

than from the simple transit services,” Nagy-Bege said. 

According to him, a decision on this should be urgently made, as the Black Sea gas production 

is expected to start in 2020-2021. 

He also said that Romania should have its own vision and development strategy, not just to 

decide according to the decisions made by the European Commission or by other foreign 

institutions. 

Earlier in the same conference, Doru Vişan, State Secretary with the Ministry of Energy, said 

Romania could use some of the Black Sea gas to produce electricity in a new plant in Deva, 

an area where the future BRHA pipeline will pass through. 

He assured that the Ministry of Energy will finalize Romania’s new energy strategy by the end 

of this year. 

Source: The Romania Journal 

 

Cernavoda Nuclear Plant Expansion Project 

 The general manager of Nuclearelectrica Cosmin Ghita  stated on Friday in a press 

conference in Cernavoda that for the moment  the company is in a stage of negotiation of the 

contract for the development of units 3 and 4 of the Nuclear Centra in Cernavoda with the 

Chinese partners. 

‘With  regard to units 3 and 4 we are for the moment in negotiation with our Chinese partners, 

we have received a new mandate of 6 months for negotiations on the part of the shareholders,  

which was approved on 2 March 2018’ Cosmin Ghita said. 

The general manager Nuclearelectrica said that such a contract has several aspects which 

need to be negotiated. 

The development of the new nuclear  unit in Romania has been under discussion since  2003. 
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Units 3 and 4   have been under conservation since 1992. The total rate of finalisation is 15% 

at unit 3 and 14% for unit 4,being made up of civil works for the reactor building, the turbine 

building and the services  building. 

Source: Actmedia.eu 

 

Conpet 

Dedeman, the biggest do-it-yourself retailer in Romania, continues its strategy to diversify its 

portfolio and has bought a minority stake in oil pipe operator Conpet Ploiesti. 

Dedeman’s stake in Conpet is 7.4% and has a market value of some EUR 15.5 million, 

according to reports on the Bucharest Stock Exchange. 

Dedeman, a business founded and controlled by local investors Dragos and Adrian Paval, 

gave up the idea of buying a big office complex in Bucharest, AFI Park, last year, and started 

investing in companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange. The group has reached 

significant minority stakes in energy companies such as Transelectrica and Electrica and has 

bought a majority stake in brick producer Cemacon. 

State companies in the energy sector have drawn the investors’ attention due to the high 

dividend yields they offered in recent years. 

The Dedeman owners also invested EUR 2 million in a local platform that aims to help 

distressed companies. 

Source: romania-insider.com 

 

ExxonMobil, OMV Petrom 

ExxonMobil has awarded work to Schlumberger subsidiaries at the Neptun Deep gas project 

offshore Romania. 

OMV has said it continues to aim for a 2H2018 final investment decision for its joint venture 

Source: Natural Gas world 

 

Rafo Refinery 

The industrial platform of the RAFO Onesti refinery, which has become insolvent again in 

autumn last year, will be put on sale on April 27, 2018. The starting price is USD 50.57 million. 

The company has to pay debts of over RON 330 million. 

The first auction took place on April 13 with a starting price of USD 59.75 million, but no offers 

were registered, according to e-energia.ro and capital.ro. 
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The receiver, Transilvania Group Insolvency House, has put up for sale the entire industrial 

platform comprising the two refineries to process crude oil, according to CAEN Code 1920. 

The company was built as an integrated system, so the necessary utilities are partially secured 

within the Borzeşti platform (thermal energy, 75% of the combustion gases, nitrogen and 

industrial and instrumental air) and partly purchased (electricity and make-up water). The 

refinery also has access to rail and road transport. 

The first auction on April 13 had an initial starting price of USD 59.5 million plus VAT (USD 

70.8 million in total) as a result of the market valuation, with the indication that Rafo Onesti will 

not be ceded below the liquidation value of USD 29.75 million plus VAT, i.e. 50% of the market 

value. 

Now, the company is re-auctioned, with a starting price of USD 50.575 million, VAT excluded, 

and is sold as a business that has all its facilities in conservation since 2008, when Rafo last 

operated. Most of the facilities related to Refinery 2 were upgraded between 1995 and 1997. 

The task nook costs EUR 23,800 and can be purchased until April 26, 2018. 

Source: The Romania Journal 

 

Romgaz 

Romanian natural gas producer Romgaz said  it will seek its shareholders' approval to 

withdraw from two blocks in Slovakia and to take over an 8.3% stake in Svidnik block after the 

withdrawal of JKX Oil&Gas, seenews.com informs. 

Romgaz will ask its shareholders to approve its withdrawal from Snina and Medzilaborce 

blocks in Slovakia, it said in statement filed to the Bucharest Stock Exchange, BVB. 

It will also seek to receive at no cost the 8.33% share of JKX's participating interest in Svidnik 

block, following its withdrawal from the concession agreements in relation to Slovakian blocks 

Snina, Medzilaborce and Svidnik. 

The final decision will be made during an extraordinary shareholders meeting scheduled on 

May 22. 

Romgaz owns a 25% share in the Svidnik-Medzilaborce-Snina blocks, alongside Alpine 

Oil&Gas with 50% and JKX Oil&Gas with 25%. 

Romgaz's net profit surged 82.4% year-on-year to 1.868 billion lei ($496 million/401 million 

euro) in 2017 on the back of higher gas and electricity sales and lower expenses. 

Total revenues rose 35% on the year in  2017, reaching 4.58 billion lei, mainly driven by the 

sales of natural gas and underground gas storage services as well as electricity production. 

Total investments rose 57% to 781.7 million lei in 2017, below the 1.14 billion lei investment 

target in 2017. 
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The government owns 70% of Romgaz's share capital, with the balance of 30% in free float on 

the BVB. 

Source: Actmedia.eu  
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Turkey 

 

Upstream Activities 

Turkey will start drilling for oil and gas in the Mediterranean before the end of the summer, 

according to comments Friday by the country’s Energy and Natural Resources Minister Berat 

Albayrak. 

The Turkish minister, who is also the son-in-law of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, 

added that “great efforts” are being made to “ensure there is no letup in this momentum.” 

His statements come as no surprise in Greece as Ankara has already purchased a drillship. 

However, Albayrak’s comments are also being taken with a grain of salt, given that the 

neighboring country is heading for elections on June 24. 

Turkey has maintained it will not allow the Eastern Mediterranean island of Cyprus to drill for 

gas in its exclusive economic zone, saying the Turkish Cypriots must also be included in the 

process. Furthermore, it claims that parts of the island’s EEZ are disputed, and it remains to 

be seen where exactly Turkey plans to drill in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Source: Ekathimerini.com 

 

Trans-Atlantic 

Tight gas prospects deep under European Turkey (Thrace) could produce 1bn ft³/d (10bn 

m³/yr) by 2025 if the capital is available to develop them, according to TransAtlantic 

Petroleum, a US independent active in the region for over a decade.  

………….. 

The Company continues to evaluate its prospects in the Thrace Basin in light of the recent 

positive production test results at the Yamalik-1 exploration well operated by Valeura with their 

partner Statoil. The Yamalik-1 exploration well is directly adjacent to the Company’s 120,000 

net acres in the Thrace Basin of which the Company believes approximately 50,000 net acres 

(100% WI, 87.5% NRI) is analogous to the Valeura and Statoil acreage. The Company 

expects to resume production operations on its Yildurm-1 well on the Temrez license in 2018. 

Contingent on financing, the Company may commence a drilling program on its Temrez 

license in 2018. 

Source: Natural Gas World, Trans-Atlantic Petroleum 
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Ukraine 

 

Gas Price 

Ukraine in January-February 2018 imported 1.145 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural gas for 

a total of $313.366 million, according to the State Statistics Service. 

Thus, the average price of gas imported by the country in February 2018 was $261.1 per 

1,000 cubic meters against $279.4 in January 2018. 

Ukraine received 402.562 million cubic meters of gas for $107.517 million from Switzerland in 

the first two months of this year, 344.509 million cubic meters for $96.887 million from 

Germany, 152.635 million cubic meters worth $42.685 million from Poland, 98.497 million 

cubic meters for $25.997 million from Slovakia, 67.368 million cubic meters for $18.831 million 

from the UK, 50.036 million cubic meters worth $13.596 million from Hungary, and 28.896 

million cubic meters worth $7.854 million from Luxembourg. 

Gas was not imported from the Russian Federation in January-February 2018. 

Source: Interfax Ukraine 

 

Gas Import 

Ukraine reduced its gas imports by 54.6%, or 2.6 billion cubic metres, between January and 

April 2018 compared with the same period a year earlier, Interfax-Ukraine has reported, 

quoting data from transmission system operator Ukrtransgaz. 

Interfax-Ukraine calculated that 1.4 bcm was received from Slovakia over the period, a 63.9% 

decline year on year; 510.3 million cubic metres (MMcm) was received from Hungary, up by 

30.3%; and 272.5 MMcm came from Poland, down by 35.3%. 

Source: Interfax 

 

Ukrtransgaz 

National joint-stock company Naftogaz Ukrainy has approved the appraisal of the cost of fixed 

assets of public joint-stock company Ukrtransgaz at UAH 327.922 billion (10.2 billion EUR). 

The decision was made by the only shareholder in Ukrtransgaz on April 12. Deputy Head of 

the energy efficiency department of Naftogaz Oleksiy Khabatiuk posted the copy of the 

decision on his Facebook page. 

The sum includes Ukrtransgaz's assets worth UAH 12.327 billion on the temporarily 

uncontrolled areas of Ukraine. 
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The appraisal was approved basing on a report of Ernst & Young. 

Ukrtransgaz, fully owned by Naftogaz Ukrainy, operates a system of trunk gas pipelines and 

12 underground gas storage facilities in the country with a total capacity of 31 billion cubic 

meters. 

…………… 

National joint-stock company Naftogaz Ukrainy has annulled a tender to select services to 

manage the unbundling project, including accompanying the unbundling of gas storage and 

gas transportation activities, with the expected cost of up to UAH 168 million. 

According to a report of the company in the ProZorro e-procurement system, this is linked to 

the award of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, which did not 

allow the possibility of transferring the gas transit contract with Gazprom to another operator. 

"The ownership unbundling model for transportation of natural gas approved by government 

resolution No. 496 dated July 1, 2016 and the implementation of the independent system 

operator model are impossible until the contract expires," the company said. 

As reported, the Cabinet of Ministers on November 9, 2016 decided to create the PJSC Trunk 

Gas Pipelines of Ukraine within the unbundling process in NJSC Naftogaz Ukrainy. In middle 

of June 2017, the Cabinet of Ministers approved a list and a plan for the transfer of material 

assets of the gas transportation system from Ukrtransgaz to Trunk Gas Pipelines. 

Under the government's decision, the property currently used by Ukrtransgaz for gas 

transportation must be transferred to Trunk Gas Pipelines within 30 days from the entry into 

force of the final decision of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce 

in the dispute between Naftogaz Ukrainy and Russia's Gazprom on the gas transit contract. 

At the same time, in the opinion of Naftogaz CEO Andriy Kobolev, it is necessary to change 

the model of unbundling Naftogaz previously adopted by the Cabinet of Ministers. According 

to him, taking into account the decision of the Stockholm Arbitration Tribunal, according to 

which Naftogaz will receive money from transit of 110 billion cubic meters of Russian gas 

through the Ukrainian GTS in the next two years, regardless of the actual volumes of 

transportation, the previously adopted model of unbundling should be adjusted 

Source: Interfax Ukraine 
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Pipelines and Supply Options 

 

Shah Deniz 2 

BP said it achieved its strongest quarterly underlying result since the oil price crash of 2014, 

and said its Shah Deniz 2 project is almost complete. 

Source: Natural Gas World 

 

South Gas Corridor 

The first stage of the 2000-km South Gas Corridor (SGC), from Azerbaijan’s Caspian shores 

to Eskisheher in Turkey, will start up May 29 with a ceremony in Baku, a government source 

has told NGW.  

Source: Natural Gas World 

 

TANAP 

The TransAnatolian pipeline’s (Tanap) 1,340km “zero phase” which runs from Turkey's border 

with Georgia to Eskisehir will start up on June 30, the project’s CEO Saltık Duzyol said April 

17. 

……………. 

The date for first gas is still not fixed, but now it will be earlier than expected, according to the 

country's president. 

…………… 

The commissioning ceremony for the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline will be held on 19 June, Vagif 

Aliyev, State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic’s head of the investments, has said 

according to Turkish newspaper Hurriyet. 

The ceremony was planned for the first week of July, but Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev 

and Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan decided to change the date because of Turkey’s 

snap parliamentary and presidential elections planned for 24 June, Aliyev said. 

Sources: Natural Gas world, Interfax 

 

Leviathan Gas Fields 

In its 1Q results, Noble Energy said the Leviathan gas development offshore Israel is 45% 

complete  
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Source: Interfax 

 

EastMed pipeline 

Israel is pressing on with plans to export gas to Europe via a pipeline under the Mediterranean 

Sea. The route is less fraught with geopolitical tensions than another planned pipeline through 

Turkey, but the technical challenges mean its development is far from certain. 

Israel is looking to sign a deal on the 10-billion-cubic-metre-per-year connection, called the 

EastMed pipeline, with the other countries involved by the end of 2018, according to the 

country’s energy minister, Yuval Steinitz.  

Source; Interfax 

 

Aphrodite Gas Fields 

Egypt is aiming to sign an agreement with Cyprus for a pipeline to transport gas from Cyprus’s 

Aphrodite field for export from Egyptian LNG facilities, Reuters quoted Egyptian Oil Minister 

Tarek el-Molla as saying on Sunday. 

“There is a mutual understanding between the two governments, the two ministers, and we are 

working to accomplish the intergovernmental agreement as soon as we can,” said Molla. 

He added that Egypt is preparing a bid round for unexplored offshore areas west of the Nile 

Delta 

Source: Interfax 

 

Interconnector Greece - Bulgaria 

ICGB launches the public procurement procedure with subject matter “Design, procurement 

and construction of the Natural Gas Interconnector Greece-Bulgaria (IGB Project)”. 

The estimated value of the public procurement is 145 000 000 (one hundred forty-five million) 

EUR exclusive VAT and the term for implementation of the public procurement is 18 months 

as of start of implementation. 

The selection of a Contractor will be made through restricted procedure under the Public 

Procurement Act (PPA) in two phases – pre-selection phase and second phase – review, 

evaluation and ranking of offers. The selection of a restricted procedure has been imposed by 

the complex nature of the subject matter of the Public procurement which includes detailed 

design and construction of a big technical facility for gas transmission with forward flow from 

Greece to Bulgaria and capability for reverse flow from Bulgaria to Greece. 
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Through a preliminary selection ICGB will assess and determine the Candidates which have 

the required financial and technical capacity to implement the subject matter of the Public 

procurement according to the set requirements. 

Considering the international nature of the project, the Project Company has chosen to use 

the standard FIDIC, Silver Book, adapted to the specific case, for the construction of an object 

in a cross-border context, as a whole project implemented in both territories - Greece and 

Bulgaria. FIDIC's standard contractual terms have also been chosen and, by virtue of their 

nature, an international, recognizable standard and best practice for awarding contracts of this 

scale. 

The Decision and the Contract Notice for the public procurement has been sent for publication 

to the Registry of Public Procurement of Bulgaria’s Public Procurement Agency as well as to 

the Official Journal of the European Union on 30 April 2018. 

„IGB is a key and priority project for Bulgaria and Greece as well as a key element in the policy 

of both governments to diversify sources and routes of natural gas in the Region. The launch 

of this procedure in unequivocal and unambiguous way demonstrates our commitment to the 

implementation of this project and is a sign that it is indeed in an extremely advanced stage 

which creates conditions for the construction of the pipeline to start in the last quarter of 2018“, 

said Teodora Georgieva, Executive Officer of the project company ICGB on Bulgarian side. 

„The launch of this procurement ensures the actual commencement of the construction of the 

pipeline and we expect entering into commercial operation to be realized in 2020”, said Dr. 

Konstantinos Karayannakos, Executive Officer on Greek side. 

ICGB  will grant unlimited, complete, free and direct electronic access to the documentation for 

the public procurement from the date of publication of the announcement in the Official Journal 

of the European Union on the grounds of art. 32, para 1, item 1 of the Public Procurement Act 

(PPA). The decision and the contract notice are published at the Registry of Public 

Procurement to the Public Procurement Agency, as well as at the buyer’s profile of the 

Contracting Entity on the day of their publication pursuant to Article 24, Para 1, Item 1 of the 

Rules for Implementing the Public Procurement Act. 

The listed above documents will be available at web address: http://www.icgb.eu/profil-na-

kupuvacha/proceduri-za-vuzlagane-na-op/ – at the Buyer’s profile.  

ICGB AD welcomes all potential participants and states that the company's priority is to ensure 

a fair, objective and transparent procedure and create conditions for competitive selection. 

Source: ICGB 

 

BRUA 

The order to start the works to the gas compressor stations Podisor, Bibesti and Jupa within 

the “Development of the National Gas Transmission System along the Bulgaria-Romania-

Hungary-Austria (BRHA) corridor, phase 1″ project was signed, Transgaz informs in a press 

release. 
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Each station will be equipped with two compressor units (one active and one redundant) and 

will have the technical capability to enable bidirectional gas flows. 

“The construction of the BRHA phase 1 infrastructure will have a massive contribution to the 

increase in the energy security of Romania and will open up new opportunities for getting 

energy equipment and service providers involved.  BRHA phase 1 project will facilitate the 

creation of new jobs as far as the construction works and the operations on the Romanian 

territory are concerned. The investment made in the three gas compressor stations provides 

further proof of the company’s capacity to develop ambitious strategic investment projects 

ensuring the sustainable development of the National Gas Transmission System and its 

alignment with the EU performance and competitiveness standards,” General Director 

Transgaz, Ion Sterian, stated. 

The contract on the construction of the three gas compressor stations was awarded to a 

consortium consisting of Romanian companies led by INSPET SA Ploiesti. The value of the 

contract amounts to RON 288.7 million, VAT excluded. 

“The project’s strategic relevance had a say in the EU’s decision to get engaged in the funding 

of the FEED for the three compressor stations, by a grant amounting to EUR 1,519,342 which 

represents 50 percent of the estimated eligible costs, the release reads. 

Besides the construction of the three gas compressor stations, BRHA phase 1 entails the 

construction of the 479 km-long gas transmission pipeline Podisor-Recas. The total estimated 

costs related to phase 1 amount to EUR 478.6 million. The European Union covers EUR 179.3 

million by means of the second grant representing 40 percent of the estimated eligible costs. 

Upon the completion of phase 1 the following gas flows will be ensured to Hungary, by the 

interconnection Horia-Csanadpalota, 1.75 bcma (200 thousand cm/h), 40 bar border pressure 

and to Bulgaria, by the interconnection Ruse-Giurgiu, 1.5 bcma (171 thousand cm/h), 30 bar 

border pressure. The estimated completion date is end-December 2019. 

BRHA’s phase 1 is considered to be a regional priority project. It is included in the CESEC 

(Central East South Europe Gas Connectivity) list to play a significant role in the increase in 

the security of gas supply and regional interconnectivity. 

Source: The Romania Journal 

 

Krk LNG Terminal Project 

Croatia will announce on May 28 the results of a tender to use capacity at a planned liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) terminal in the northern Adriatic, the company running the project said on 

Monday. 

The level of demand is likely to determine whether the project on the island of Krk will go 

ahead. 
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"The first round for submitting binding bids ended on April 8. The second round will finish on 

May 6 and, in case a third round is necessary, it will close on May 23," the managing director 

of LNG Hrvatska, Goran Francic, told Reuters. 

"The final results of demand for buying capacities in the terminal will be released on May 28." 

LNG Hrvatska is preparing to build the floating terminal, which Croatia hopes will start 

operations in early 2020. The final investment decision is expected by the end of June. 

The terminal, with projected capacity of 2.6 billion cubic metres of gas a year, is part of 

European Union efforts to diversify away from Russian energy imports, most notably for 

countries in central Europe. 

The EU has said it would finance 28 percent of the terminal's value, or 101.4 million euros 

($125 million). 

The Jutarnji List daily reported over the weekend, citing sources familiar to the process, that 

demand reached only four percent of overall capacity in the first round of the tender. 

"Given the confidentiality of the procedure we cannot comment on the first round results, but 

with a knowledge of how the gas traders operate we can expect their active involvement in the 

following rounds as the first round usually revolves around testing the market and 

competition," Francic said. 

…………… 

Croatia has moved to late June the second round of bidding to use capacity in a planned 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in the northern Adriatic, the company that manages the 

project said on Monday. 

Previously, the process for submitting binding bids was planned to start in May. 

"Taking into account that in the first round we received requests to extend the period for 

preparing bids and that potential users of the terminal are still studying the local gas market 

regulations, we decided to move the opening of the second round to June 22," LNG Hrvatska 

said. 

Local media reported this month that few bids were submitted in the first round of bidding, 

although LNG Hrvatska has not given any official figures. In the meantime, Barbara Doric, who 

previously ran the state agency for gas and oil exploration, has replaced Goran Francic as 

head of LNG Hrvatska. 

The level of demand is likely to determine whether the project for the terminal on the island of 

Krk will go ahead. 

LNG Hrvatska is preparing to build the floating terminal, which Croatia hopes will start 

operations in 2020. 
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With a projected capacity of 2.6 billion cubic metres of gas a year, the terminal is part of 

European Union efforts to diversify away from Russian energy imports, most notably for 

countries in central Europe. 

The EU has said it would finance 28 percent of the terminal's value, or 101.4 million euros 

($123.8 million). 

…………….. 

Croatia on Tuesday issued a fresh tender to provide a ship-based import terminal for a 

planned liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal on the island of Krk in the northern Adriatic, part 

of an EU drive to diversify away from Russian gas imports. 

LNG Croatia, the firm behind the project, said the previous tender has been cancelled 

because of the need to scale down the size of the project and its cost, but did not provide 

details. 

The initial projected capacity of the terminal was 2.6 billion cubic metres of gas a year. 

A June 8 deadline has been set for submitting bids for delivery of floating storage and 

regasification unit (FSRU), where LNG brought in by tanker is converted back to gas to feed 

into the grid, and its operation and maintenance, the company said on its website. 

Local media have reported that few bids were submitted in the first round, although LNG 

Hrvatska has not given any official figures. 

Croatia hopes the terminal will start operations in early 2020. The level of demand is likely to 

determine whether the project will go ahead. 

The European Union has said it would finance 28 percent of the estimated value, or 101.4 

million euros ($120.39 million). 

………… 

The Croatian government has submitted a draft law to parliament to speed up construction of 

the country’s planned Krk LNG terminal, according to Reuters. 

The legislation is intended to solve issues related to property rights as well as a number of 

other issues, and is expected to be approved under an emergency parliamentary procedure. 

Source: Rigzone, Reuters 

 

Poland-Slovakia Gas Pipeline Project 

Polish transmission system operator Gaz-System and its Slovakian counterpart Eustream 

have taken an FID on the Poland-Slovakia Interconnector, Eustream said in a note on Friday. 

Construction work will begin in the second half of 2018 and be completed by the end of 2021. 
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The project is being supported by the EU’s Connecting Europe Facility. 

Source: Interfax 

 

Baltic Interconnector 

Two onshore construction contracts were awarded this week for the Balticconnector gas pipe 

project, which will link Finland and Estonia in 2020 

Source: Natural Gas World 

 

Nord Stream 2 

Nord Stream 2 AG, the company developing the Nord Stream 2 pipeline project, has started 

preparatory work on the construction site for the pipeline’s landfall in Lubmin, Germany, the 

company told Interfax Natural Gas Daily on Friday. 

“This includes clearing and preparing the building site, the completion of the office container as 

well as preparatory engineering for installation works in the landfall area,” a spokesperson 

said. 

Source: Interfax 
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Companies 

 

ExxonMobil 

ExxonMobil is moving forward with its $15 billion Far East LNG project, which it is developing 

with Russia’s Rosneft, and an FID is expected in 2019, Reuters reported on Thursday. 

Earlier this year, Exxon invited companies including China Huanqiu Contracting & Engineering 

Corp., a subsidiary of China National Petroleum Corp., to bid on EPC contracts by the end of 

September. 

Source: Interfax 

  

Gazprom 

Russian gas giant Gazprom said on Friday that it sees its gas price for Europe at around $230 

per 1,000 cubic meters in 2018. 

The company added that a legal dispute with Ukraine was reflected in reserves of 213 billion 

roubles ($3.41 billion) in its financial report for the last year. 

………….. 

The long-standing agreement between Gazprom and the government is holding up, despite 

the pressure to open up the export pipelines to third-party access; Gazprom's interests are 

safe for now. 

Sources: Reuters, Natural Gas World  

 

OMV 

International law firm Ashurst advised OMV, the international integrated oil and gas company 

based in Vienna, on its US$1.5bn acquisition of a 20 per cent participating interest in the two 

concessions for the offshore oil fields Umm Lulu and Sateh Al Razboot (SARB) (with the 

satellite fields Bin Nasher and Al Bateel) and associated infrastructure in Abu Dhabi, United 

Arab Emirates. 

The completion of OMV's acquisition means that OMV will join existing concession partners, 

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) and Cia Espanola de Petroleos SA (CEPSA) who 

respectively hold participating interests of 60 per cent and 20 per cent and concludes the 

award of licenses to a number of international companies for stakes in Abu Dhabi's latest 

offshore concession. 

The Ashurst team was led by oil and gas partner Renad Younes, assisted by senior associate 

Grant Batten and associate Johanna Armstrong. 
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Commenting on the transaction, Renad said: 

"We are very pleased that we have been able to work with OMV on this transaction and to 

support them in their upstream strategic expansion plans once again. We enjoyed working on 

this interesting project with the OMV legal team, led by Chief Counsel Upstream Marion 

Kaisinger and Senior Legal Counsel Nese Acar-Nazli with support by Yelena Trukhacheva, 

from OMV's Abu Dhabi branch office." 

Source: Oil Voice 

 

Schlumberger 

The U.S. oilfield services giant Schlumberger is no longer considering acquiring more than 50 

percent in Russia’s Eurasia Drilling Co (EDC), an official at Russian anti-monopoly regulator 

said on Friday according to RIA news agency.  

 “They submitted a request for less than 50 percent,” Andrey Tsyganov said about the 

Schlumberger bid for the Russian oilfield services company.  

Schlumberger had earlier planned to buy 51 percent in EDC. The deal has faced difficulties 

amid worsening relations between Russia and the United States. 

Source: Reuters 

 

Total 

French oil major Total has decided to buy its compatriot electric utility company Direct Energie 

in a deal worth about €1.4 billion ($1.7B) in a bid to accelerate its ambition in gas and 

electricity in France and Belgium. 

Just last month Total closed the acquisition of the Danish oil and gas company, Maersk Oil. 

Total emphasized that the offer thereby values Direct Energie at. 

Patrick Pouyanné, Chairman and CEO of Total, commented: “Through this transaction, Total 

is actively pursuing its development in electricity and gas generation and distribution in France 

and Belgium. This friendly takeover is part of the group’s strategy to expand along the entire 

gas-electricity value chain and to develop low-carbon energies, in line with our ambition to 

become the responsible energy major.” 

In the field of natural gas and electricity distribution to both consumers and professionals, Total 

is combining its 1.5 million client portfolio with Direct Energie’s 2.6 million client portfolio. This 

combination will enable Total to pursue its development program to become a standard-setting 

player in electricity supply in France and Belgium, targeting over 6 million customers in France 

and more than 1 million customers in Belgium by 2022. 
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With this transaction, Total is also pursuing and expanding its development in the power 

generation market. 

Source: Offshoreenergytoday.com 
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